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Study Details
Thank you for taking the time to complete the Climb The Green Ladder survey. It’s
purpose is to provide insights into peoples’ experiences with sustainability in their
workplace.
The survey also played a vital role in the research for Climb The Green Ladder: Make
Your Company and Career More Sustainable by Amy Fetzer & Shari Aaron, Wiley
Study details:
–
–
–

–
–

430 Respondents completed a 7-minute online survey
Survey was fielded between January 2009 and April 2009
Respondents represented a wide range of organisations (companies, non-profits,
academia, government), industries (from professional services to transport and education)
and job functions (from admin support to senior management).
Respondents were mainly from the US and UK. Other countries represented included
Germany, Canada, China, Australia and India.
Respondents expressed various levels of interest in sustainability from moderate interest
with no action to high interest with high action.

All respondent identities remain confidential. Data is reported in aggregate.
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Key figures
•

Over half the survey respondents did not work in sustainability
–

•

Despite this, 80% say they are willing to take actions that support sustainability at work:
–
–

•

89% ‘bring up sustainability whenever it feels relevant’ or are ‘working with others to discuss
issues and solutions for my company or organisation’

We asked respondents ‘what makes you more likely to participate in sustainability
strategies or programmes’. The most popular options included:
–
–
–

•

66% report ‘I try to be as sustainable as possible both at home and at work’
14% say ‘I do what I can, when it’s easy’

Respondents were not afraid to discuss sustainability in their workplace:
–

•

Only 32% ‘work directly in sustainability, corporate citizenship or CSR’

When it makes me feel my actions can make a difference (71%)
When it is part of the organization’s culture so it’s an everyday part of the process (71%)
When I am shown how it will reduce waste (69%)

15% of respondents felt ‘completely prepared’ to help their workplace address
sustainability
–

As compared to 2008 when we reported that 10% of respondents felt completely prepared
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Question areas included in survey
Questions that relate to respondent directly:
– Do your job role and responsibilities include sustainability?
– What is your personal level of commitment to being sustainable?
– Do you discuss or bring up sustainability at your workplace?
– How prepared do you feel to help your workplace address its social and
environmental impacts?
– If you have done something to help move sustainability forward at your
workplace, has it impacted your career?
Questions that relate to employers/workplaces on sustainability:
– How interested and invested do you feel management is in helping you obtain
the knowledge and tools you need to address sustainability?
– What tactics, actions or communications make you more likely to participate in
sustainability strategies/programmes?
– How can employers foster or motivate more employees to take action on
sustainability?
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Sustainability and employees
•

One-third of respondents work in sustainability but the majority did not:
I work directly in sustainability, corporate citizenship or CSR

32%

I don’t work directly in sustainability, corporate citizenship or CSR
but I am trying to increase my workplace’s commitments/actions

20%

I don’t work directly in sustainability, corporate citizenship or CSR and
I would like like do something, but I don’t know how

12%

I don’t work in sustainability, corporate citizenship or CSR and I am not
doing anything to increase my workplace’s commitment/actions

13%

I am self-employed, student or other

23%
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Sustainability and employees
•

A majority of respondents say they try to be sustainable at work and at home:
I try to be sustainable as possible - at work and at home
I do what I can when it’s easy
I don’t think about it at work/don’t find it convenient/don’t know
No response

66%
14%
6.4%
13.7%

Comments:
Tough question... much more so at home... but I do think about it at work... just not nearly
as much.
I have made it my job within my company and for my clients, and what better way to learn
to consult than to try to live that way as well.
Trying to be as sustainable as possible. Of course, whenever some other more important
factor comes into focus, then sustainability might become secondary.
Implemented first ever recycling program at work, encourage others to be green always.
I am committed to sustainability and have therefore chosen to work for a company whose
core business is in sustainability.
At work I am researching ideas to help us become 'greener', but am definitely proactive in
'greener' ways at home.
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Sustainability and employees
• 89% of respondents discuss sustainability at work
I bring it up whenever it feels relevant
I am working with others to discuss the issues and solutions for my workplace
I think about the issues but don’t say anything yet
I don’t think about sustainability at work

50%
39%
17%
4%

Comments:
Changing a culture takes diligence and perseverance. It is a live agenda at all times.
The company is becoming more aware of these issues and what we should be doing to make a
difference. I am definitely interested and do what I can.
I generally try to be sustainable in my own actions but don't try to encourage anyone else to be
sustainable as I don't feel that it is my place - being young and fairly new to the job!
I try to bring it up when appropriate, but I need more ideas to help make my company more
sustainable.
It’s a sensitive issue to bring up with people who are not that interested. You can be made to feel
that you are suggesting changes that distract individuals from their main purpose at work.
I do tell friends at work to recycle etc., but not management.
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Sustainability and employees
How prepared do you feel in regard to helping your workplace or organization to
adjust its business to address sustainability:
Completely prepared, not looking for more information or resources
Somewhat prepared, looking for more information or resources
Somewhat unprepared, need more training and resources
Very unprepared, not sure where to start, don’t know

15%*
46%
16%
23%

Comments:
Do need some structured complete framework or tool from which to start to evaluate the
company's performance to address the sustainability
It is a constant learning curve and we leverage many resources, especially web-based info.
I feel that I am somewhat of an expert in this field, but I will only remain that way by continually
learning and following the ever-changing technologies and practices.
I am also looking for new training & information. Not be doing that only means that one is static.
You can never have enough information in this field.
*This is an interesting comparison to a 2008 study conducted by the authors where 9 out of 10
respondents reported feeling completely prepared on this topic.
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Sustainability and employees
Nearly a third of respondents feel that speaking up/taking action on sustainability has
helped their careers.
How has bringing up sustainability issues impacted on your career?
It has helped my career/postion a lot/somewhat
I have seen no change
Not brought it up/don’t know
It has hurt my career

32%
25%
41%
2%

Comments:
Although it has helped my career, the business is unsure how it fits into their 'traditional' structures.
In some respects it is my responsibility to show the future value of my role/team.
When I started promoting sustainability actively in 2004 my colleagues thought I was a nutter! I
have been consistent and developed concepts and action targets that have been achievable and
brought them along with me. Now I am respected as the one who really understood where the
market was going and why!
I've progressed well by consistently questioning, living out my beliefs, and by sharing openly.
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Sustainability and employers
Respondents rate their employers as committed to sustainability, but rate their
employers ability to communicate goals and set clear expectations less highly.
Percentage who ticked ‘strongly’ or ‘somewhat agree’
My employer is committed to sustainability

75%

My employer is good at communicating its sustainability goals/results

50%

My employer has clear expectations on how employees
should address this issue

44%

My employer greenwashes by putting a spin on things to look good

16%

My employer views sustainability as a luxury

11%
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Sustainability and employers
About half of respondents feel management is invested in ensuring employees have
knowledge regarding sustainability:
How invested is management in helping you gain the tools and knowledge to
address sustainability at your workplace:
Highly/Somewhat invested
48%
Mildly/Not All All/Don’t know
42%
Comments:
In our head office, very vested. Less so in outlying regions.
I think middle mgmt is invested and does what it can to promote - executive management less so.
Talk is there, results and actions... not so much.
The tough task is not getting the tools and resources, it is getting employees to use them on a
consistent basis.
Though there seems to be top management commitment, the problem is that there is no
structure/system in place from top to middle management to ensure that sustainability is
systematically addressed. We are working on this now, however, it will still take time.
Some managers are more invested than others.
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Sustainability and employers
Employers can motivate employees on sustainability when they help employees to feel
like they are making a difference, when they make it is part of the culture and when they
show evidence of reductions in waste and carbon emissions.
Tactics or actions that would make you more likely to participate in sustainability strategies?
When I feel like my actions can make a difference
71%
When it is part of the culture, an everyday part of the process
71%
When I am shown how it will reduce waste
69%
When I am shown how it will reduce emissions
62%
When I am shown how it will save money
54%
When it’s easy and convenient
51%
When my company measures improvements, shows results
50%
When I am shown how it will increase employer’s reputation
42%
When I am shown how it will increase competitiveness
36%
When I am shown how it will help my employer meet its targets 33%
When I hear good things about my employers efforts in the news 31%
When I am rewarded for sustainable behaviours
28%
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Sustainability and employers
Employers can foster their employees to engage in sustainability efforts by
coordinating efforts, taking time to share and explain values and issues and by using
metrics to show improvements.
Highest ranking scores in response to the question: Please rate how important you think each
element is in making sustainability strategies successful:
Coordinate efforts across the business units

87%

Openly discussing values and concerns of staff/management

86%

Take time to explain issues and solutions

86%

Take measurements to show improvements

82%
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Climb The Green Ladder
Want to find out more or learn how you can make a difference in your workplace?

Climb The Green Ladder: Make Your Company and Career More Sustainable
–
–

Available now on Amazon UK and from UK retailers
Available January 19, 2010 on Amazon US and from US retailers

Climb The Green Ladder is based on extensive
research including on online survey of 430 working people
and in-depth interviews with 80+ sustainability experts.
The book:
–
–
–

Identifies the key themes that underpin successful sustainability strategies
Includes real-life case studies from people who’ve changed their workplace
Gives you a comprehensive tool-kit for action – whatever your level/industry

For more information visit: www.climbthegreenladder.com
www.climbthegreenladder.co.uk
Contact: shari.aaron@climbthegreenladder.com amy.fetzer@climbthegreenladder.com
+1 914.879.5326 - USA
+44 7747 114 452 - UK
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